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Abstract—Adversarial Multi-Agent Path Finding (AMAPF)
extends the standard discrete Multi-Agent Path Finding with an
adversarial element. Agents of two competing teams are deployed
in a shared environment represented by an undirected graph. The
first team aims to navigate all its agents from their initial locations
to given goal locations, while the second team aims to prevent
agents of the first team from fulfilling their goal. We prove that
the problem of finding a winning strategy is EXPTIME-complete.
Index Terms—multi-agent path finding, adversary, computational complexity, EXPTIME-completeness

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the standard Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF) the
problem is to find paths for agents deployed in a shared
environment represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E)
from their initial locations to individual goal locations, such
that the agents do not collide with each other or with obstacles
while following their paths [1]–[3]. Often, the MAPF problem
is solved with respect to cumulative objectives such as the
sum-of-costs (the sum of time steps that agents have to
perform until they arrive at their goal locations) [4], [5] or
the makespan (the number of steps until the last agent reaches
its goal location).
We address Adversarial Multi-Agent Path Finding
(AMAPF) that generalizes MAPF by dividing agents into two
disjoint competing teams. The objective of the first team is
to navigate all its agents via non-colliding paths to their goal
locations. Like in the standard MAPF, having all agents in
their goal locations is the winning configuration for the first
team.
The second team aims to prevent the first team from
achieving its goal or equivalently protecting the goal locations
of the first team. That is, if the first team fails to deliver one or
more agents to their goal locations because the second team
prevents them from doing so, then the first team loses. We are
studying the yes/no question whether there exists a winning
strategy for the first team. We address this decision problem
from the computational complexity perspective.
We note that an optimization variant of AMAPF can be
considered as well. In this variant, which is of practical
importance, the first team tries to maximize the number of
agents that manage to reach their goal locations.
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A. Related work
MAPF attracts considerable interest driven by the requirements of modern warehouse logistics. Many algorithmic approaches have been developed for the standard MAPF ranging
from sub-optimal rule-based algorithms [6] to optimal searchbased [7] and compilation-based algorithms [8].
The optimality requirement with respect to any of the two
common objectives adds a significant computational challenge
to the problem. While finding a feasible solution of MAPF is
a polynomial-time problem [3]. Finding an optimal solution to
the standard MAPF in undirected graphs has been shown to be
NP-hard [9]–[11]. Recently, [12] has shown that NP-hardness
also holds for optimal MAPF on directed graphs.
Unique identification of agents can be regarded as another
source of complexity. A variant of MAPF in which all agents
are anonymous and can therefore reach any of the goal
locations in the union of all goal locations across all agents,
reduces the complexity to polynomial time even in the optimal
setup. Such MAPF problem can be reduced to the minimum
cost network flow problem, and is thus solvable in polynomial
time. However, the problem with two or more teams of
anonymous agents [13]–[15] is NP-hard [11] when optimality
is required.
A variant of AMAPF was first introduced in [16]. A
more detailed study of computational complexity of this early
variant of AMAPF and several solving algorithms can be
found in [17]. These works, however, assume a symmetric
variant of AMAPF where each of the two teams has assigned
goal locations to reach. The variant of AMAPF studied in
this paper is asymmetric with different objectives of each of
the teams which provides a more natural modeling of real-life
situations [18].
B. Motivation
AMAPF is motivated by various multi-agent scenarios
with adversaries. Examples include tactical military command
and control, security operations, and computer games. The
most developed related topic is represented by multi-agent
patrolling and its variants [19]–[24]. Multi-agent patrolling is
usually regarded as a two player game, similarly as AMAPF. In
contrast to patrolling problems, the AMAPF problem has important aspect of planning cooperative movements for agents
which is often omitted or addressed in a limited way only in
patrolling problems.

Understanding the complexity of the MAPF problem turned
out to be important for the design of compilation-based
solving methods. Hence we assume that understanding that
understanding the complexity in the case of AMAPF may also
lead to the design of novel solving methods.

Definition 4. An AMAPF winning strategy for Team-A for
input Π is a sub-graph W(Π) of D(Π) such that each path
from the source to any sink in W(Π) is a winning game-play
for Team-A.

II. F ORMAL M ODEL
The Adversarial Multi-Agent Path-Finding problem is a
4-tuple Π = (G, R, α0 , αA+ ), where G = (V, E) is a
connected graph that models the environment in which agents
are deployed, R = A ∪ B is a set of agents partitioned into
two disjoint sets A and B referred to as Team-A and TeamB, α0 : R 7→ V assigns a unique initial vertex to each agent
(initial configuration), and αA+ : A 7→ V assigns a unique
goal vertex to each agent in Team-A (goal configuration).
Agents in Team-B do not have predefined goal vertices.
Teams in AMAPF alternate in making their moves in
discretized fashion; Team-A opens the game.
A team can perform a move corresponding to a single time
step according to MAPF movement rules in each turn. That
is, each agent from the team on the turn can either move to an
adjacent vertex or stay in its current vertex. We consider the
variant in which agents can move to a vacant adjacent vertex
or to an adjacent vertex that is being vacated by another agent
from the same team (train-like movement) provided that the
two agents do not move along the same edge (edge collisions
must be avoided). All agents from the team that is not on the
turn must stay in their vertices. That is, Team-B’s agents are
regarded as static obstacles during Team-A’s turn and viceversa.

AMAPF can be regarded as a two-player game formally
defined as the following decision problem:

Definition1. An AMAPF game-play for input Π is a sequence
[αiA , αiB ] i∈N . αiB is a result of Team-A’s turn in configu0
A
ration αiA , αi+1
is a result of Team-B’s turn in configuration
αiB for each i ∈ N0 . As Team-A starts, we have α0A = α0 .
A finite AMAPF game-play in which Team-A makes the last
turn is a game-play such that ∃µ ∈ N0 such that for all i ≥ µ
αiA = αiB = αµA ; µ is the length of the game.
As soon as Team-A reaches the goal vertices, the game
finishes and agents stop to move. After reaching the goals,
configurations are identical for all following steps. Formally,
finishing the game by reaching the goal is as follows:
µ
Definition 2. A winning AMAPF game-play [αiA , αiB ] i=0 of
length µ for input Π is a finite game-play such that αµB (a) =
αA+ (a) for all a ∈ A. We also say that the last configuration
is the winning configuration for Team-A.
The winning configuration for Team-B occurs whenever one
or more of its agents reach a goal location of some agent
from Team-A, i.e., if there exists a ∈ A and b ∈ B such that
αi (b) = αA+ (a) at some time step i.
Definition 3. An AMAPF state-space for input Π is a directed
graph D(Π) whose nodes are configurations, the source of
D(Π) corresponds to α0 . Sinks of D(Π) correspond to winning
configurations. Each path from the source towards any sink is
a prefix of a game-play.

III. C OMPUTATIONAL C OMPLEXITY

Definition 5. Given an AMAPF instance Π, does there exist
a winning strategy for Team-A?
Our hypothesis was that it belongs to the same complexity
class as generalized versions of other two-player games. While
single-player games/puzzles are often PSPACE-complete, such
as hex [25], [26], Sokoban [27], or Rush Hour [28], twoplayer alternation causes an increase of the complexity towards
EXPTIME-completeness, as in the case of chess [29] or
go [30]. It is shown in [17] that the symmetric variant of
AMAPF is PSPACE-hard and in EXPTIME, but does not
prove whether it belongs to PSPACE.
A. Reduction from F ORMULA G AME
For showing that AMAPF is EXPTIME-hard, we use the
following two player F ORMULA G AME (FG) known to be
EXPTIME-complete from [31] (denoted G6 in the reference).
Definition 6. A position in F ORMULA G AME is a tuple
(t, ϕ(X, Y ), ), where t ∈ {I,II} indicates a player on the turn,
ϕ is a formula in CNF, and  is a (X, Y )- truth evaluation.
Player I (II) in FG moves by changing the truth value of at
most one variable in X (Y ). Player I wins if ϕ ever becomes
true under . Specifically, player II cannot move from (II, ϕ, )
to (I, ϕ, 0 ) if ϕ is satisfied under , but player I can always
move from (I, ϕ, ) to (II, ϕ, 0 ) provided that  and 0 differ
in truth evaluation to at most one variable in X. Note that not
changing anything at all is also a valid move.
The following instance Ψ of FG is an example illustrating
the proof: Ψ = (I, ϕ({X1 , X2 , X3 } , {Y1 , Y2 , Y3 }), ), where
ϕ = (X1 ∨ X2 ∨ Ȳ3 )&(X̄1 , ∨X̄3 ∨ Y1 )
&(X̄1 ∨ X3 ∨ Y3 )&(X̄2 ∨ Ȳ2 ), (1)
(X1 ) = (X3 ) = true and (X2 ) = (Y1 ) = (Y2 ) =
(Y3 ) = f alse.
We now present a polynomial-time reduction from FG
to AMAPF. Given an instance (t, ϕ(X, Y ), ) of FG, we
construct a corresponding instance of AMAPF. Let |X| = n1 ,
|Y | = n2 and let m denote the number of clauses in ϕ.
Figure 1 depicts a simplified illustration of the AMAPF
instance that matches Ψ. For brevity, agents are often identified
by their initial node.
1) The big picture: The two players in FG are represented
by Team-A and Team-B in AMAPF denoted by red and
green nodes, respectively, in all the illustrations. Given the
variables in X and Y in ϕ, there are two star subgraphs
with grey background in Figure 1. The leaves of these two
subgraphs are denoted as variables and their negations, and
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Fig. 1. AMAPF instance constructed from formula (1). Green nodes represent agents of Team-A with goals at green circles. Agents of Team-B are the red
nodes. Unoccupied nodes are black. Blue numbers along some arcs indicate how many nodes between the endpoints are not displayed. If there is no such
number, it means that the endpoints form a regular edge.

the placement of the agents in these leaves models the truth
value of corresponding variables. It is therefore important
that exactly one of nodes xi and x̄i is occupied at any time
(Section III-A3 explains how is this property achieved). As
the players in FG take turns, the agents in the corresponding
star graph also move so that the agent currently occupying x
moves to say xi , and the agent occupying x̄i moves to x. Such
a movement represents switching the truth value of Xi from
true to false.
Each clause is represented by two subgraphs denoted by
yellow background in Figure 1. Agents in cj aim to reach
c0j , while the agent initially at c0j holds the target for the
agent in cj . Once ϕ is satisfied, all the agents from cj may
simultaneously start approaching their targets via vacant nodes
in the two star graphs. This is the most crucial aspect of the
construction. As we show further, if the agents in cj start
their advancement prematurely, the adversarial red agents from
Team-B can prevent them from reaching the targets.
2) Gadget construction: We now describe individual parts
of the construction in detail.
a) X-variable gadget: Let us create a star graph whose
number of leaves equals two times the number of variables in
X, and its central node is occupied by an agent from TeamA. The leaves are denoted xi and x̄i for each variable Xi ,
i = 1 . . . n1 in X. If (Xi ) = true, a Team-A’s agent is
placed in node x̄i , otherwise the agent is placed in node xi .
The distribution of agents in this gadget represents a current
evaluation of individual variables in X. We assume that the
initial positions of these agents are also their targets, but they
can be distributed arbitrarily in the star graph. The targets are
not explicitly marked for simplicity of the illustrations. Each
pair of nodes xi and x̄i is connected to ui and vi by an edge.
The gadget further contains agents ai1 and ai2 from Team-A

with goals at vi and ui , and agents bi , bi1 and bi2 from TeamB distributed in the gadget as illustrated in Fig. 3. The grey
area in the figure marks the part of the X-variable gadget that
represents variable Xi .
b) Y -variable gadget: For variables in Y , we create a similar star graph gadget with nodes y, y1 , . . . , yn2 ,
ȳ1 , . . . , ȳn2 with a distribution of agents that corresponds to
initialtruth values of variables in Y . Additionally, there is an
edge wj , wj0 such that wj0 is adjacent to both yi and ȳi ,
i = 1, . . . , n2 . Nodes y, wj and wj0 are so called shortcut
nodes whose function will be clear in Sect. III-A3. The grey
area in Fig. 4 highlights the part of the gadget representing
variable Yi .
For example, the instance in Figure 1 depicts the evaluation
of variables (X1 ) = (X3 ) = true, while the remaining
variables are set to false. It is expected that the central nodes
x and y are always occupied and that exactly one node in each
pair xi and x̄i (yi and ȳi ) is occupied. If the agent located at
x moves to x̄2 and at the same time, the agent located at x2
moves to x, it indicates that the truth value of variable X2
was switched to true.
c) Clause gadgets: For each clause
 Cj , there are
 nodes
cj , c0j , c00j , c̃j , ĉj , and edges {cj , c̃j }, c0j , c00j , and c0j , ĉj .
An agent from Team-A is initially placed at each cj and c0j
with goals at c0j and c00j , respectively. An agent from Team-B
is placed at c̃j and ĉj . If variable Xi (Yi ) occurs in clause Cj ,
nodes cj and c0j are connected by a path of length m+2 passing
through xi (yi ) in case the variable appears as a positive literal,
and through x̄i (ȳi ), if the variable appears as a negative literal.
This path is referred to as the transit path. It is essential that all
transit paths have equal lengths, which ensures that agents cj
must initiate the movement towards their targets at the same
time, as explained later. If a literal Xi occurs in only one
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Fig. 2. A shortcut node

clause Cj , cj is adjacent to xi , and the length of the path
from xi to c0j is m + 1. If the literal Xi occurs in 2 clauses
Ck and C` , ck is again adjacent to xi , but there is a path of
length 2 between c` and xi , and of length m between xi and
c0` . There is also another path from each cj to c00k (k 6= j) of
length m + 1 referred to as the chasing path, which does not
contain any agents, and is not displayed in Figure 1 in order
to keep the illustration simpler. Transit and chasing paths are
disjoint except for the first node.
The idea is that once the arrangement of agents in variable
gadgets represents a satisfying evaluation of ϕ, all Team-A’s
agents initially placed at nodes cj are able to pass through
nodes in variable gadgets, and eventually reach their goals
at c0j . All these agents must commence their movement along
suitable transit paths together at the same time without a delay.
If an agent from ck does not reach its goal at the earliest
possible time along with the remaining corresponding agents
from other clause gadgets, a Team-B’s agent initiated at some
c̃` manages to reach node c00k via a chasing path. As c00k is a
goal node, its occupation of an agent from Team-B leads to
an immediate loss of Team-A. Thus, as long as all agents cj
remain at their initial positions, all chasing paths are blocked,
and c̃j cannot move. Once some cj is vacated, its chasing
path is clear and all nodes c00k can be approached by c̃j via the
chasing path. That is the reason why all the agents cj must
start moving at the same time and cannot be delayed at any
point during their advancement. As soon as the agent from cj
is arriving at c0j , the agent originally at c0j can safely move
to its goal at c00j . If Team-A agents from clause gadgets start
moving once there is a satisfying evaluation, no matter how
Team-B moves, it is impossible for them to prevent Team-A
from reaching their targets and win. Note that the agent from
c0j cannot leave its initial node except for the last step. If they
vacate c0j earlier, the red agent that lurks at ĉj will take c0j ,
and Team-B instantly wins.
3) Dealing with inconsistency: In order to guarantee correct
movement in the constructed AMAPF instance, we introduce
an auxiliary nodes called shortcut nodes (see Figure 2).
Definition 7. A shortcut is a node adjacent to every cj and
c0j , j = 1, . . . , m, initially occupied by an agent from Team-B.
The shortcut nodes prevent Team-B’s agents in the variable
gadgets to move illegally. If a shortcut is clear, all agents cj can

gradually pass through it and reach their targets earlier than
via transit paths. Team-B thus keeps the shortcuts occupied.
The behavior of agents described in the previous section is
ideal, but it may seem that nothing forces the agents to relocate
in accordance with the turns of the FG instance. We analyze
potential inconsistent moves and clarify the technical features
of the construction that aim to avert them.
• Node x becomes empty. If x ever becomes vacant, TeamA immediately loses as x is a goal node of one of the
agents in the variable gadget and is adjacent to a node
with an agent from Team-B.
• Node y becomes empty. As y is also a shortcut, its clearing
causes that all Team-A’s agents from cj can advance
through it towards their goals.
• An agent from cj enters a variable gadget when the
arrangement of agents does not correspond to satisfying
evaluation of ϕ. In such a case, there must be a clause
Ck that is not satisfied, and thus the agent from ck cannot
proceed towards its goal. When this happens, Team-B’s
agent from c̃j moves to cj and rushes towards c00k via
the suitable chasing path, and c00j will be vacant when the
agent arrives there, causing an immediate loss of Team-A.
• Both xi and x̄i for some i = 1, . . . , n1 become vacant.
This models evaluating both Xi and X̄i to true. It occurs
when two agents from the variable gadget occupy another
xj and x̄j , or when an agent flees to an available transit
path. Such a behavior is avoided due to agents b, b1 and
b2 depicted in the detailed view in Fig. 3. Node bi would
step towards say u0i , and there is nobody to block him
from entering target ui except for ai2 , but if ai2 leaves
its position, bi2 has a clear path to one of c00j .
• Both yi and ȳi for some i = 1, . . . , n2 is vacant. This
corresponds to (Yi ) = (Ȳi ) = true, and happens when
agents from Y -variable gadget attempt to seal some yj
as well as ȳj . Figure 4 explains how Team-B is defeated.
• Agents in variable gadgets move even after agents from
cj started passing through them. This can be an issue
only when some literal is present in two clauses. The
two auxiliary gadgets below forbid such a movement.
The following gadgets are not necessary when it comes
to understanding the logic behind the construction. They are
not displayed as their presence would make the figures less
comprehensible. The reason why they are present in the
construction is merely to prevent movement of agents in the
star subgraphs of variable gadgets once the agents from clause
gadget started approaching their targets.
a) X-auxiliary gadgets: Let Xi be a literal that appears
in clauses Cj and Ck , and X̄ appears in C` . Without a loss
of generality assume that cj is adjacent to xi , and that ck is
connected to xi by a path of length 2. Next, let u and v be
arbitrary inner nodes on paths from xi to c0j and from x̄i to c0` ,
respectively. There is a node p, which is an initial as well as
a goal node of an agent a ∈ A, and edges {u, p} and {v, p}.
Further, we create a shortcut node p0 initially occupied by an
agent b ∈ B also adjacent to u and v. Assume that x̄i is vacant
and was entered by the agent from c` , and the agent from ck

B. EXPTIME-completeness
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Fig. 3. A part of the X-variable gadget representing variable Xi . Agent bi is
located in a shortcut node (blue square), and makes sure that either xi or x̄i
is occupied by an agent from Team-A at every time step. If bi moves say to
vi0 , agent ai takes vi , and Team-A wins because the shortcut node is vacant.
If both xi and x̄i are vacant and bi moves to vi0 , vi must be blocked by ai1 ,
but then bi1 is free to capture some c00
j , and Team-B wins.
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a winning strategy for the instance Π in exponential time.
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wi , wi0 has the same function as a shortcut node. If both yi and ȳi become
vacant
(illegally), Team-A wins, because agents cj start flowing through

wi , wi0 to their goals. Otherwise, the agent bi has an opportunity to stop
them by entering wi0 , and Team-B wins, because cj s do not arrive on time.

made a step towards xi , intending to wrongfully pass via xi ,
which could be emptied in the next step (xj is passing via
another path). Agent a takes node v, otherwise b could block
it, and thereby prevent c` from reaching its goal. Agent b is
now able to block u and thwart the plans of ck to enter xi in
the next step, if the agents in X-variable gadget empty xi at
the same time. If b leaves p0 before the movement of clause
agents begins, Team-A wins since p0 is a shortcut.
b) Y -auxiliary gadgets: Let Yi be a literal appearing in
clauses Cj and Ck , and cj is adjacent to yi . Assume that yi is
vacant, and ck makes a step towards it, but cj does not pass yi .
In the next step, agents in the Y -variable gadget could obstruct
yi . In order to avert such a move, there is a node q with an
agent a ∈ A adjacent to yi . If needed, a can reserve yi for
the agent from ck , and consequently go towards its goal via
a separate path. If such a reservation is not needed, a has an
alternative path to its goal. For the sake of disabling a from
entering yi earlier, we put a neighbor q 0 of q with an agent
b ∈ B, and a path from q to c00k of length m + 1. A premature
clearing of q by a causes that b captures c00k and Team-A loses.
It follows from the discussion above that agents are forced
to move in accordance with variable evaluation in FG, and
deviations lead to immediate loss of their team.

Proof. First, we show that if a given instance of FG has a
winning strategy for player I, then there exists a winning strategy for Team-A in the corresponding AMAPF instance. Each
evaluation corresponds to a distribution of agents in variable
gadgets. Switching from (Xi ) = true to (Xi ) = f alse
corresponds to moving the agent currently located at x to
xi , and a simultaneous transition of the agent currently at
x̄i to node x. Let us consider a sequence of evaluations of
variables that is consistent with turns in FG. There is an
analogous movement of agents in the variable gadgets. Once
the formula becomes true, all agents from cj , j = 1, . . . , m
can start moving towards their goals via nodes corresponding
to literals causing the clauses to be satisfied. At this point,
if agents originally located in variable gadgets move, such
a movement is not relevant as it cannot influence the agents
passing through the gadgets. The evaluation of variables based
on the placement of agents thus remains constant after the
clause agents start passing. If all the clause agents advance
towards their goals via the shortest paths, they all arrive in the
goals at the same time, and the agents originally located at c0j
can move to their goal at c00j in the last time step. Finally, the
remaining Team-A’s agents rearrange their positions to their
goals within the variable gadget.
Let us consider that there exists a winning strategy for
Team-A in the constructed AMAPF instance. The only possibility to reach the destinations is via variable gadgets. Agents
in variable gadgets rearrange themselves as Team-A and TeamB take turns, which models the truth evaluation changes made
by players I and II in FG. Once there is a path from every cj to
c0j via a vacant node in one of the variable gadgets, and so the
agents in cj can start moving, the formula ϕ is satisfied.

Propositions 1 and 2 imply that AMAPF is EXPTIMEcomplete.
IV. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We studied Adversarial Multi-Agent Path Finding
(AMAPF), a generalization of MAPF that adds an adversary,
and analyzed its computational complexity. It turned out
that adding the adversarial element greatly increases the
theoretical computational complexity of the problem. We
have shown that AMAPF is EXPTIME-complete.
Our proof technique is based on the reduction of a twoplayer game, where players compete in satisfying a propositional formula by changing the truth value assignments of
variables, to AMAPF. The proof also relies on the common
MAPF movement rule that allows train-like movement of
agents where an agent can enter a vertex being simultaneously
vacated by another agent of the same team (without edge
collisions).
Whether the result holds for the AMAPF variant without
the train-like movements remains an open question.
A possible generalization of AMAPF may consider capacities of vertices and edges where avoidance of low level
collisions are granted if the capacity is not exceeded by agents
occupying a given vertex or edge. Such generalization is
particularly relevant in military applications of AMAPF.
Another interesting area of future research is an investigation of instances on special graphs, such as grid graphs or
bi-connected graphs. From the practical perspective, there is a
promising research potential in the development and analysis
of specific algorithmic strategies for both teams in such special
graphs.
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